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Hi All

I am happy to announce 3 new Groove Releases for the coming E-Day!
You can listen to 2 of the new releases in Dreamscape Radio!

GR-248 - Age - Landscapes (cd)
http://www.groove.nl/index3.html
Landscapes by Age is One of the gems of the early 80's then released
on Vinyl. It represents for me one of the pinnacles of Belgium
Elektronic Music.. Emmanuël D haeyer and Guy Vachaudez created a
stunning warm album that will stil be embraced by many!. The
Track Symfonieën on this album still is one of my favorite EM songs of
all time.

With the re-release on CD we also have added 3 tracks from the early
era of the music of AGE. Tides is from the time that Landscapes was
made, but never released before. AGE in concert is from the unique
KLEM cassette from 1986, a fantastic track that builds from very small
to an epic end! And as far as I can check AGE in concert 2 was never
released before.

Composed By, Performer – Emmanuël D haeyer, Guy Vachaudez
Drums, Percussion – Marc Vachaudez

GR-247 - Skoulaman - Next Step in Evolution (cd)
http://www.groove.nl/index3.html
Hans van Kroonenburg a.k.a Skoulaman, started experimenting with
electronic music in the late 70's after encountering the music from
artists like Vangelis, TD, JMJ, Kraftwerk and many others. Being
fascinated by the music, and as a curious person Skoulaman wondered
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how all these sounds were created and soon bought his first keyboard,
a Solina electronic organ, to find out. Slowly more synthesizers and
effects were added to the collection, which until today fill up his
cozy home studio.

This being the first Skoulaman album that's being released under the
Groove label, makes it a special occasion. Also the recording process
was a bit more special than usually. Where normally a track would be
created completely spontaneous during the moment of recording, this
time a more structured approach was needed to be able to reproduce the
songs during live performances. The fact that Skoulaman plays his
songs completely live without backing track or computer, made it even
more challenging.

On all the tracks the arpeggiator of the Moog Little Phatty was used
as a base sequencing pattern. On some songs sounds recorded in nature
were added to the intro (birds from a forest in Boschoord Netherlands
/ Evening atmosphere Monopoly Italy / and streaming water in Wilnis,
the town where I live). As always reverbs and echoes play a big part
in Skoulamans sounds. On 2 tracks Skoulamans son, Rik van Kroonenburg
plays electric guitar to beef up the sound.

The title 'Next steps in evolution' is chosen because of the constant
evolution of Skoulamans music. Creating an album under the Groove
Label creates a great step in this evolution.
Hans van Kroonenburg 05-03-2018

And last but not least.
GR -246 - Wavestar II - Nightwinds (cd)
http://www.groove.nl/index3.html
John Dyson have rekindled this glorious name from the past with a brand new
constellation of the band Wavestar. Hence the new name Wavestar II.
New members Stephen Whitlan and Paul Ward are no strangers to the
EM community and with Nightwinds they have created a great new branch
to the already beautiful catalog that comes from the British Islands.
A must for all John Dyson fans.
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Just as a reminder all the you can now pre-order for 10% when you come
and pick them up at E-Day but also until the end of the month we have this
10% discount for everybody!! So on all orders 10% discount!

Also new is the release by Vanderson - Sequenced Thoughts (cd)
This should also be available at E-Day 2018!!

And with the performance of Ulrich Schnauss in mind we have made a special
price for his CDs during the E-Day festival.

DECREASED PRICES
These products are decreased in price.
Ulrich Schnauss - A long way to fall (cd) $21.25 , £14.99 , €16.90
Ulrich Schnauss - Far away trains passing by (2-cd) $22.49 , £15.75 , €17.90
Ulrich Schnauss - Goodbye (digipak) (cd) $22.49 , £15.75 , €17.90
Ulrich Schnauss - Missing deadlines (digipak) (cd) $19.99 , £13.99 , €15.90

ONLY 2 weeks to go to E-Day 2018!!
AND WE HAVE STILL ENOUGH TICKETS LEFT

E-Day 2018 March 31st The Enck!
http://www.e-live.nl/
All info is on the pages!!

12:00 - Bar area open
13:00 - Box office open (Day opens)
13:30 - First Concert upper room

Concerts:
21:15 - 22:30 - Zanov, french synth pioneer pur sang!!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eIXZT9KKrrQ
19:30 - 20:45 - Ulrich Schnauss (Solo) In October as part of Tangerine Dream
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and now as solo artist with his great energetic music!!
https://youtu.be/QUfMiuNlWnU
Afternoon shows:
16.00 -17:15 - Chuck van Zyl - Berlin School musician from the first hours in the USA.
https://youtu.be/9FMYxmKmwWE
14:30 -15:30 - Skoulaman - Dutch Hans van Kroonenburg's alter ego!!
https://youtu.be/a9gyKjoTdI0
And in the upperroom - Peter Challoner with great ambient music.
https://youtu.be/EOqVrtFXyd0
5 musicians from 5 different countries and none have ever
stood on the Enck main stage solo before!

Ticket sales for E-DAY 2018.
Good sales the first weeks but we could still love to see many more to come!!
http://www.e-live.nl/tickets

And you can also order again through the Groove Download shop!!
https://shop.groove.nl/e-live-2016-ticket

ADVANCED BOOKING AND PAYMENT
32 Euro
BOX-OFFICE
39 Euro

We think again a great line up with fantastic artists that will take us to
musical highs.!! Don't miss it!!

Thanks for your time
Ron Boots

-----------------------------------------------------NEW PRODUCTS
These products are NEW in our catalog.
Further in this newsletter are more details.
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Age - Landscapes (cd)
Gert Emmens & Ruud Heij - Galaxis (3-cd)
Free System Projekt & others - Spoon Forest (cd)
Wavestar II - Nightwinds (cd)
Keller & Schonwalder & friends - Repelen Revisited (digipak) (cd)
Moonbooter vs. BatteryDead - Live Muenster 2017 (cdr)
Harald Nies - Axial (cdr)
Skoulaman - Next Step in Evolution (cd)
Tyndall - Sonnenlicht (lp)
Tyndall - Sonnenlicht (digipak) (cd)
Tyndall - Traumland (digipak) (cd)
Tyndall - Traumland (lp)
Vanderson - Sequenced Thoughts (cd)

-------------------------------------------------====== Dreamscape Radio =======
Dreamscape Radio show 442 is online.
With music from Moonbooter, BKS, AGE, Skoulaman e.a.
You can find Dreamscape here. http://www.dreamscaperadio.nl

---best

sales

since

previous

e-news

---

NON-GROOVE UNLIMITED LABEL
1: Gert Emmens & Ruud Heij - Galaxis (3-cd)
2: Free System Projekt & others - Spoon Forest (cd)
3: Tangerine Dream - Sessions 2 (2-cd)
4: SpiralDreams - Miracles (cdr)
5: Ken Martin - Dark Sides Vol. 2 (cdr)
6: Free System Projekt - Five Suns (2-cd)
7: Graham Getty + Stephan Whitlan - Higher Green Session (cdr)
8: Ken Martin - Far Side of the Sun (cdr)
9: Robert Scott Thompson - Motets for Michelangelo (cd)
10: Robert Scott Thompson - Elemental (cd)
GROOVE UNLIMITED LABEL
1: Ron Boots & others - An evening with friends (cd)
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2: Stephan Whitlan - Second Site (cd)
3: Greg Allen - Klaus Schulze: Electronic Music Legend (book)
4: Gert Emmens - Stories from Floating Worlds (cd)
5: Arcane - E-Day 2017 (cd)
6: Rudy Adrian - Sequencer Rarities (cd)
7: Zanov - Moebius (cd)
8: Stephan Whitlan & Ron Boots - Seven Days (cd)
9: Zanov - In Course of Time (cd)
10: MorPheusz - Tantalizing Thoughts at the Dawn of Dreams (cd)
======= Reviews ======
47454 Lensflare - La Valle dell Inferno

What!? There are still new musicians who revisit the Berlin School
style of the former days? Yep! And on this one, I owe this discovery
to my friend Piero (Alluste) who put me in touch with Andrea Lensflare
Debbi, an Italian musician who counts already 5 albums inspired by
Klaus Schulze and by Tangerine Dream with a suspicion of Baffo Banfi.
Nothing less! Possible make something new out of something old? Even
if the link of influence is easy to recognize, the music of Lensflare,
to say the least on “La Valle dell'Inferno”, is a mixture of two eras
with their very different aromas .
"Acropoli" begins with breezes which undulate while whistling. Effects
of reverberating drones and more shaded breezes invite each other in
this very ambiospherical opening where tinkle some shyly arpeggios
which have this shape of suspended carillons and which are watchers of
winds. This kind of introduction full of electronic nebulosity
decorates the 4 titles of this album. And here, it's the prelude to
spasmodic sequences which skip with a profound harmonious intensity
under the multiple caresses of these winds sculpted in the secrets of
synthesizers. The effects are intense and keep the rhythmic embryo in
a trajectory smothered by these effects and which make of "Acropoli" a
monument of a bit dramatic ambiences where roams a specter of rhythm
which aims to be more insistent at the end of its course. "Il Tempio
della Sibilla" follows with an abyssal introduction. The envelope of
an organ adds a chthonian dimension to this dark opening nevertheless
flooded by the heat of synth solos as well psychedelic than acrobatic.
A bass pulsation extricates itself after the 4 minutes from this sound
magma. And these distraught kicks structure a rhythm without a real
direction and which moderates its enthusiasm under an avalanche of
anesthetic layers and of others of which the soft savors of the 70's
empty their fragrances in a vintage and a contem p orary
confrontation. The rhythm inhales of its convulsions sometimes grouped
and sometimes solitary in this ambient tumult with a creative synth at
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the level of its layers of sibylline mists very TD of the Phaedra
years, of its harmonious but always acrobatic shapeless soloes and of
its effects which free a fauna a bit psychedelic. Let's say that it
isn't with "Il Tempio della Sibilla" that we get into the music of the
Italian synthesist. "Grande Cascata" will help for sure!
After an introduction decorated of chloroformed layers, of chthonian
voices effects, of electronic effects and of multiple hummings, a
series of chords try to introduce something. These chords are taken
back by an organ, whereas the rhythmic landscape gets out quietly of
its hibernation. The duel between these abscond vibes and a rhythm
knotted by jolts persists until the explosion of a nervous line of
sequences. These sequences dance with organic shadows before running
away with a fluidity which equals the good movements of the Dream in
the Encore years. Very good with one finale which tries to return to
its origins. Well balanced over its 8 minutes, "La Grotta delle
Sirene" is the most beautiful title of “La Valle dell'Inferno”. The
intro collapses under wonderful chants of the Mellotron. Effects but
also the harmonies from the Mellotron and the synth which remind to us
the best sound of Tangerine Dream in the 70's. Floating and dreamy,
the introduction remains nevertheless more musical here than on the
first 3 titles of the album. And when the rhythm emerges, it's by
ample oscillations which espouse the moods drawn from this splendid
very Froese synth. A little jewel my friends which glitters of this
music of the 70's where it was necessary to tame the ambiences before
savoring a music, in spite of its distances with what was made at that
time, which always ended by surprising before seducing.
Sylvain Lupari (February 25th, 2018)
==============================================
All new Groove Releases from the last year and this year are now also
on the Download site. https://shop.groove.nl/
YOU CAN GET THEM WITH A 10% DISCOUNT UNTIL MARCH 31ST.
Use the coupon code "NEW "and the 10 % will be deducted.
This code works for all downloads!!
Here are the new entries:

GR-231 - Gert Emmens & Ruud Heij - Urban Decay
GR-232 - Betzler & Brueckner - Triplet
GR-233 - Seven Days - Stephan Whitlan & Ron Boots
GR-234 - Moebius - Zanov
GR-235 - Stealing time - Robin Banks & Steve Smith
GR-236 - Moon - Arcane
GR-237 - Sequencer Rarities - Rudy Adrian
GR-238 - Fine Tunes - Beyond Berlin
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GR-239 - Alice - Walter Christian Rothe
GR-240 - E-Day 2017 - Arcane
GR-241 - Stories from Floating Worlds - Gert Emmens
GR-242 - Always hold the Light - Ambient Joy
GR-243 - An evening with friends - Ron Boots & others
GR-244 - Stephan Whitlan - Second Side

You can find them as MP3 and FLAC releases.
https://shop.groove.nl/
Easy to order and download!!

======= NEW and CHANGED ======
*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Age - LANDSCAPES (cd) gr-248
Release date: March 31st 2018
$ 18.49 / UKP 12.99 / EURO 14.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-248

*review added *
Bertrand Loreau + Frederic Gerchambeau - VIMANAFESTO (cd) 62106
2017. 2 giants of the France EM scene with some great sequencing!.
$ 19.49 / UKP 13.75 / EURO 15.50
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=62106

*review added *
Beyond Berlin - FINE TUNES (cd) gr-238
$ 18.49 / UKP 12.99 / EURO 14.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-238

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Emmens, Gert & Heij, Ruud - GALAXIS (3-cd) 42045
2018. Epic 3 CD release by Ditcu guys Emmens and Heij!!.
Release date: 31 March 2018
$ 36.25 / UKP 25.49 / EURO 29
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=42045
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*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Free System Projekt & others - SPOON FOREST (cd) 26697
Release date: 31 March 2018
$ 19.99 / UKP 13.99 / EURO 15.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=26697

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Wavestar II (John Dyson, Paul Ward and Stephen Whitlan) - NIGHTWINDS (cd) gr-246
2018. John Dyson, Paul Ward and Stephen Whitlan are the "New Wavestar".
Release date: 31st March 2018
$ 18.49 / UKP 12.99 / EURO 14.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-246

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Keller & Schonwalder & friends - REPELEN REVISITED (cd) 70274
2018. Recordings from 2011 and 2016 rehersals for Repelen of these years..
$ 19.99 / UKP 13.99 / EURO 15.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=70274

*new entry / review added *
Lensflare - LA VALLE DELL INFERNO (cdr) 47454
2018. 80's Schulze style.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=47454

*new entry *
Martin, Ken - DARK SIDES VOL. 2 (cdr) 32106
2018. Retro Berlin School in Schulze style.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=32106

*new entry *
Martin, Ken - FAR SIDE OF THE SUN (cdr) 84046
2017. Retro Berlin School in Schulze style.
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$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=84046

*new in stock *
Moonbooter - COSMOSONIC (cd) 86211
2018. Melacholic new album by moonbooter, very good EM!!.
$ 18.25 / UKP 12.75 / EURO 14.50
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=86211

*new entry / new in stock *
Moonbooter vs. BatteryDead - LIVE MUENSTER 2017 (cdr) 30037
2018. Live set from their concert in Munster..
$ 18.25 / UKP 12.75 / EURO 14.50
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=30037

*new entry / new in stock *
Nies, Harald - AXIAL (cdr) 31140
2018. Catchy synthesizer-melodies gently accompanied by electric guitar solos.
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=31140

*new entry *
Rich, Robert - BIODE (cd) 39887
2018. Cosmic Ambient flowwing music, at times very deep moving..
$ 19.25 / UKP 13.49 / EURO 15.40
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=39887

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Skoulaman - NEXT STEP IN EVOLUTION (cd) gr-247
Release date: 31st March 2018
$ 18.49 / UKP 12.99 / EURO 14.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-247

*new entry *
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SpiralDreams - MIRACLES (cdr) 58061
2018. Berlin School from the 90's with melodies In the vein of Schulze
of that era.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=58061

*new entry *
SpiralDreams - UNPUBLISHED SONGS 5 (cdr) 47650
2018. 80's Schulze style.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=47650

*new entry *
Synopsis - TALES FROM THE HOLODECK (cdr) 29519
2018. Analog sequencing + soloing.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=29519

*new entry *
Tyndall - SONNENLICHT (lp) 34893
2018. First released in 1980 this was the fisrt release by Tyndall.
Light cosmic EM I love this release! Jürgen Krehan and Rudolf Langer
are Tyndall!!.
$ 24.99 / UKP 17.49 / EURO 19.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=34893

*new entry *
Tyndall - SONNENLICHT (cd) 65054
2018. First released in 1980 this was the fisrt release by Tyndall.
Light cosmic EM I love this release! Jürgen Krehan and Rudolf Langer
are Tyndall!!.
$ 22.49 / UKP 15.75 / EURO 17.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=65054

*new entry *
Tyndall - TRAUMLAND (cd) 12045
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2018. First released in 1981 this was the second release by Tyndall.
Reminds me of Gandalf of that era, very spacy EM!!.
$ 22.49 / UKP 15.75 / EURO 17.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=12045

*new entry *
Tyndall - TRAUMLAND (lp) 65912
2018. First released in 1981 this was the second release by Tyndall.
Reminds me of Gandalf of that era, very spacy EM!!.
$ 24.99 / UKP 17.49 / EURO 19.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=65912

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Vanderson - SEQUENCED THOUGHTS (cd) 42019
2018. TD-like music from the end eighties.
$ 18.25 / UKP 12.75 / EURO 14.50
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=42019

=========CONCERTS ==========
And here a very special event!!
Cosmic Nights 2018!
Galactic Underground/RHEA and Ron Boots live @ Brussels Planetarium.
Saturday 19-5-2018 !!
Free entrance and a free CD for every visitor!
The CD will contain unique tracks from the performing acts of the evening.
So.... don't miss this galactic journey through time and space !
for more info mail or visit rhea3@telenet.be / http://rheabvba.be

+++ E-DAY 2018 INFO DUTCH TXT +++
E-Day 2018 Festival 31-3-2018
E-Day 2018
31 maart The Enck!
www.E-Live.nl

En we hebben nu het volledige programma voor E-Day 2018 !!
Op de website veel informatie over de optredende artiestendie op 31
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maart zullen spelen !!

Avond Programm
ZANOV - Franse Synthesist met zijn eerste opteden in Nederland.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eIXZT9KKrrQ

Ulrich Schnauss - Vorig jaar met Tangerine Dream dit jaar solo op het podium!!
https://youtu.be/QUfMiuNlWnU

Middag Programma
Chuck van Zyl - Uit de VS synth Wizard Chuck van Zyl.
https://youtu.be/9FMYxmKmwWE

Skoulaman - De artiesten naam van Hans van Kroonenburg!
https://youtu.be/a9gyKjoTdI0

Upperroom concerts : Peter Challoner
https://youtu.be/EOqVrtFXyd0
5 muzikanten uit 5 verschillende landen en geen enkele ooit
stond solo solo op het hoofdpodium van Enck!

Voor meer informatie ga naar
www.E-Live.nl
en voor kaart info
http://www.e-live.nl/tickets
En u kunt ook opnieuw bestellen via de Groove Download-winkel !!

12-05-2018 An Evening with John and Ron
Tejaterke in Best
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John has made a nice webpage for this event.
http://aneveningwith.johnkerr.nl/

We hope to see you there!!
ONLINE TICKET SALES
you can order again through the Groove Download shop!!
(it says newyears party but it is for John & Ron.)
https://shop.groove.nl/new-years-party-2018?vmcchk=1
---------------------------------------------------------------------====== Groove info =====
If you missed the last E-News issues they are ALL also on-line!!
http://www.grooveunlimited.nl/

===== Where to get Groove =====
As all know you can get all Groove titles on out website www.groove.nl
And for those who like to buy the music as a download we have of coarse the
following outlets:

Most Groove releases are also available as Downloads on the Groove
Download page.
Go to https://shop.groove.nl/ and shop around,
But there are also releases by many other artists among them John Kerr, Remy.

For those who are a costumer of CD Baby we have also a lot of titles there
for in their program and we try to keep up with the stock there..
And they are also available through I-Tunes and Amazon downloads!
These have been added this year.

Groove is now also on Bandcamp.
The last months we have added new titles and we are adding them daily
if the time allows!
https://grooveunlimited.bandcamp.com/
You can now order from bandcamp and I hope to add new titles fast!!
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MY.GROOVE.NL
A free service for customers.
Log-in for your order history, shipping dates,
concert tickets and more. http://my.groove.nl
Two remarks:
1) The order history is updated AFTER we send you
an invoice. NOT after you placed an order.
2) The "FORGOT PASSWORD" option on the log-in
page sends the passwor
d to the Email address of your invoice.
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